In this paper we investigate the role of semantic relations in grammatical alternations.
Abstract
In this paper we investigate the role of semantic relations in grammatical alternations.
The specific alternation we look at is that between the proper name modifier construction, e.g. the Obama government, and the determiner genitive, e.g. Obama's government. Through the use of an experimental study in which participants were asked to rate the naturalness of the two constructions in 20 attested natural language contexts and provide paraphrases of the semantic relations in question, we tested when the two constructions alternate and whether either construction expresses semantic relations that block alternation. Our initial finding is that none of the relations we studied is categorically associated with only one of the constructions, but that certain relationsnotably possession and nameare far more preferentially associated with determiner genitives and proper name modifiers respectively. Despite these 'default' associations, participants nevertheless identified a range of possible interpretations for many of the examples, meaning that our study simultaneously supports the opposing theoretical views of default relations and semantic underspecification. Further, our study validates the inclusion of semantic relations in genitive alternation studies as a major factor despite the notorious difficulties in their operationalization. Animacy distinctions, although more straightforward to codify, appear to be of lesser importance.
Methodologically, our study shows the value of an experimental approach as a corrective to researcher intuitions about the identification of semantic relations in context.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the equivalence of two types of noun phrases (NP) that contain a proper name (PN) and a different head noun (HN): those in which the PN is part of a determiner genitive, e.g. Obama's administration (henceforth PNG 'proper name genitive') and those in which the PN is added as a noun modifier, e.g. the Obama administration (henceforth PNM 'proper name modifier'). Rosenbach (2006 Rosenbach ( , 2007 Rosenbach ( , 2010 observes that, in many cases, the two constructions are interchangeable, e.g. Obama's administration :: the Obama administration 'the US administration under president Obama'. The cases in which this type of equivalence is found are subject to certain conditions: 1) the PN must have an identifying function, 2) the NP containing the PN must be definite.
The first condition excludes cases in which the PNG or the PNM have a classifying function, denoting a type of HN: e.g. in the Yorkshire terrier, Yorkshire designates a type of terrier and the combination 'Yorkshire terrier' is an established subclass of 'terriers'. For comparison we can contrast this with the Yorkshire moors.
Here, Yorkshire does not denote a type of moors but rather identifies one instance of moors, those located in Yorkshire. If we look at the equivalence relation, we can see that the Yorkshire moors alternates with Yorkshire's moors, but that this does not hold for the Yorkshire terrier, that is *the Yorkshire terrier :: Yorkshire's terrier.
The second condition stipulates that equivalence is only possible when the PNM occurs in a definite NP: the London underground :: London's underground, but not *a London museum :: London's museum. The reason for this is straightforward: the identifying determiner genitive implies definiteness and the NP containing it denotes a uniquely identifiable instance. 1 Yet, even when these two structural conditions are fulfilled, equivalence is not guaranteed, e.g. *the Rover car group :: Rover's car group. The explanation now takes us into the realm of constructional semantics: Rosenbach (2007: 151-3) states that the range of semantic relations expressible by PNGs is smaller than that expressible by PNMs. On the other hand, Rosenbach (this volume) identifies a number of corpus examples suggesting that the choice space is larger than previously assumed: these are PNM examples illustrating possession (the Gerardi residence) and kinship (the Obama daughter), two semantic relations prototypically associated with the determiner genitive. Nevertheless, semantic relations such as the 'named after' relation (e.g. the Eiffel tower) are still widely taken to be exclusive to the PNM construction (see Schlücker 2018 for the analogous PNM/PNG alternation in German and references to previous claims that the same holds for English). The aim of this paper is to further investigate the role played by semantics in the PNG/PNM alternation and to identify the semantic relations that do and do not alternate between the PNG and PNM constructions. A first research question is then which semantic relations can be expressed by both constructions and which are exclusive to either construction.
The discussion so far has focused on whether and when alternation is theoretically possible. In the context of actual examples, a second question that arises is whether alternation preserves the same relation. Take for instance: 1 Breban (2018) points out that it is not definiteness of the NP as such that conditions equivalence, but uniqueness. That is, even though the London museum is a felicitous NP it does not follow that London's museum is.
(1)
European leaders gather to discuss Malta's problem.
European leaders gather to discuss the Malta problem.
Both the PNG and the PNM construction are successful and in that sense possible from an alternation point of view, but they draw out different interpretations: PNG Malta's problem Rosenbach's (2002 Rosenbach's ( , 2005 ) study of the classic genitive alternation and continuing with experimental investigations of the dative alternation (Bresnan et al. 2007; Bresnan & Ford 2010; Ford & Bresnan 2013 ). It has not so far been applied to the PNG/PNM alternation, nor indeed since Rosenbach's study to any of the wider family of genitive alternations. In our study participants were asked to rate the naturalness of both constructions and, since we were specifically interested in semantic relations, also to provide a semantic paraphrase of the relation expressed by the construction(s) they rated as successful. We will discuss this methodological approach and its pros and cons in The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present our methodology, including a brief description of the corpus data at the basis of our experimental study (2.1), the design and execution of the experimental study (2.2), the analysis of the data and our semantic annotation scheme (2.3). We present the results of the analysis in Section 3, and discuss them in the light of our research questions and interests in Section 4. Section 5 is a short conclusion drawing out wider theoretical implications.
METHODOLOGY

The examples
We started by searching two corpora of PDE, the British National Corpus ( Ehret et al. 2014) ; we should note that, for this reason, the PN in the BNC example which we include as Sainsbury family originally was Guinness family (see 3.3.1). By restricting the context to a single sentence, again in order to keep the task manageable, participants did not have access to previous discourse context and therefore did not know whether the referent of the NP was newly introduced or an activated discourse referent. It is unclear to what extent discourse activation weighs on the choice between PNG and PNM, see e.g. Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2013) and Rosenbach (2007 Rosenbach ( , 2010 , this volume).
By using corpus examples, we could provide participants with real contexts, representing the complexities of actual language situations. This advantage of our decision not to use constructed examples is, unsurprisingly, simultaneously a disadvantage: the examples and contexts are more complex and the interpretation is not always straightforward. As we will discuss, in some examples a considerable number of participants interpreted the context differently, sometimes due to a lack of background knowledge. However, in certain cases these misinterpretations actually provided interesting insights into alternation and interpretation (see Section 4). Another advantage is that we could use the choice of construction in the corpus example as a benchmark for hypothesis formulation and expectations.
The experimental study
The experimental study took the shape of an online questionnaire hosted by
LimeSurvey. 3 The questionnaire was distributed among first year students at The University of Manchester enrolled on a module called Principles of Linguistics. In total, 110 native English speakers took part in the study for credit.
The examples were presented in the following way. Each example contained a blank representing the original PN construction. Participants were prompted to rate the naturalness of the two constructions as possible fillers on a scale from 1 to 10. If they rated the respective filler construction 4 or higher, they were asked to paraphrase the relation holding between the PN and the HN in the form of a relative clause, i.e. filling in one or both of the blanks in the template the HN that (blank) PN (blank). If they gave both constructions a rating of 4 or higher, they were asked to paraphrase both separately. If they awarded 3 or lower, representing a point less than one third of the total scale, we deemed it otiose to request a paraphrase. We note that this cut-off point is somewhat arbitrary and determined by practicality: we did not want participants to waste any of the limited experimental time available on puzzling over how to interpret examples they deemed relatively unacceptable in context. There was of course a concern that by setting such a cut-off point we might have obscured a potential boundary between categorical and low-probability associations. In practice, however, all the associations between semantic relations and constructions turned out in sum to be probabilistic.
We made the following hypotheses related to the alternation between PNG and PNM: (a) when alternation is deemed not possible (Sets I + II), participants will rate one of the two constructions very high and the other much lower; (b) when alternation is deemed possible (Set III), participants will rate both constructions similarly.
Semantic analysis: coding for semantic relations
We coded the paraphrases used by our participants as follows: (i) actor, (ii) undergoer, (iii) possessor, (iv) location, (v) name, (vi) involvement, (vii) beneficiary. This set of semantic relations in no way exhausts the potential range of the PNG and PNM constructions. 4 It was however sufficient to cover the vast majority of those paraphrases which were explicit enough to be unambiguously coded.
The actor relation was assigned to paraphrases in which the relation between HN and PN was expressed by a transitive verb, either in the active or passive, and where there was an inference that the PN did something. For example, in the case of Edward's affair, paraphrases with verbs such as commit, carry out and act out were coded as actor (e.g. the affair that Edward committed, the affair that was carried out by Edward).
The undergoer relation was treated, as in van Valin (2005), as a relatively broad one. In particular, it was taken to encompass experiencer-like, patient/theme-like and goal-like relations, where the general inference is that something happens to the PN.
Instances of undergoer as experiencer were observed for example with the Northern Ireland experience and the Kashmir problem, where paraphrases with verbs such as face, feel, endure, and go through, or with the reverse valency affect and happen to were used. Undergoer as patient was found in the Kobe Bryant case with transitive paraphrases such as investigate or prosecute, and as goal with paraphrases involving the preposition against, e.g. pursue against.
The possessor relation was understood in the strict sense of OWNERSHIP, rather than in the more general sense of CONTROL as proposed by Vikner & Jensen (2002) .
That is, the only verbs which were treated as instantiating the possessor relation were own and possess, or with reverse valency belong to. Involvement is not a relation which is found in treatments of the classic genitive alternation, but one which proved very relevant to this study. It was assigned where there was an inference that the HN denotes something 'about' the PNG or PNM. It is expressed by a wide range of predicates such as involve itself, e.g. the case that involves Kobe Bryant, and naturally be about, e.g. the report that is about McCrone. Other paraphrases include concern, be associated with, deal with, and richer verbs such as centre around, focus on. 5 Breban & De Smet (this issue) propose that proper noun modifiers often occur in onomastic NPs, i.e.
NPs that name the referent they refer to and are proper names in their own right. Intuitively, it seems that there is a connection with the name relation, e.g. the Eiffel tower, the McCrone report, though the connection is not exclusive. London bridge is not 'the bridge called London' but the 'bridge in London'.
Beneficiary proved a useful relation to include specifically, rather than as a type of undergoer. The inference in this case is that the HN does something 'for' the PNG or PNM, and paraphrases typically involve the preposition for, e.g. in the case of the England goalkeeper the predicate play for in the goalkeeper that plays for England. The beneficiary relation was also assigned to transitive predicates such as represent, e.g. the goalkeeper that represents England.
This operationalization of semantic relations was driven primarily by the data, specifically by our judgment about which paraphrases grouped together around a common inference. For each relation, however named, we ended up with a set of predicate-argument structures corresponding to it. This is why we deemed our methodology exploratory: instead of starting with a preconceived set of semantic relations, we constructed each semantic relation based on the paraphrases provided by our participants.
The operationalization we decided on of course bears some relation to previous classifications of semantic relations in discussions of the PNG/PNM alternation. The most detailed to date, albeit based on an analogous alternation in German, is that of Schlücker (2018) . Our possessor relation denotes possession in the narrow sense, rather than the very broad sense of Schlücker's HAVE relation (which also includes subjective/authorial genitives and objective genitives/genitives of product). Our actor relation is equivalent to the former, and our undergoer relation subsumes the latter, an important difference being that we included experiencers as undergoers rather than as actors (the claim being that experiences 'happen' to people, they don't 'do' them discussion of any disputed cases, the codings were changed accordingly. This methodology ensured agreement by all authors on the individual codings. In the context of our exploratory approach to semantic relations, this opportunity for comparison and discussion was more beneficial than a procedure in which each author coded each example and a score of agreement was calculated.
Paraphrases which did not explicitly point to a single one of the semantic relations discussed above, or were simply irrelevant, were assigned to a 'don't know'
category. This included cases in which the paraphrase implicated more than one relation, as well as paraphrases which themselves included a PNG, e.g. the goalkeeper who was England's. A first result of our study is that in several of the examples in which we predicted a clear preference (Sets I + II) and in which the semantic relations were also overall interpreted in keeping with context and facts (see Section 3.2), the findings are less clear-cut. In particular for the set expected to prefer the PNM variant, average scores for the PNM and PNG showed markedly smaller differentials overall than the PNG-expected set.
Alternatively, in those examples where alternation was judged possible (Set III), we very rarely find true alternation (defined for the purposes of this study as a low differential In sum, our hypotheses are less than clearly borne out by the study results. This could be an indication of the fact that there is considerable overlap between the semantic relations expressible by the two constructions. 7 We look at the semantic relations assigned to each example individually to investigate this.
Semantic relations associated PNM and PNG in individual examples
7 Other potential explanations for the reticence to choose the PNM outright may be that the PNM is a newer construction (e.g. Rosenbach 2007 Rosenbach , 2010 and/or that it is associated with particular registers, e.g.
news texts and more informal texts (Rosenbach 2006 (Rosenbach , 2007 Koptjeskaja-Tamm 2013; Breban 2018) , as was in fact also occasionally commented upon by some participants. Another suggestion is that the PNM is more likely to be chosen if the referent of the NP and its relation to the PN has been set up in the previous discourse (e.g. Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2013; Breban 2018), in contrast with the PNG which is used more easily to introduce a new referent that is accessible simply because it is anchored by the 'known' PN referent. The limited preceding discourse in our examples may have made very high ratings for the PNM less likely. Our results therefore suggest that further studies looking at genre/register and discourse factors are needed to complete the picture.
We look at the examples in the same order as they appeared in Table 1 in the three sets.
For each example, we list the PN and HN, e.g. 'Edward + affair', and then provide the 'blanked' full context example that participants were presented with in the experiment. In Table 2 below (and subsequent tables), the first two columns represent the paraphrases in cases where participants assigned only one construction a score of 4 or higher. Columns 3 and 4 give the paraphrases for those cases in which both constructions were rated 4 or higher. undergoer 0 undergoer 0 undergoer 0 undergoer 1 possessor 0 possessor 1 possessor 1 possessor 0 location 0 location 0 location 0 location 0 name 0 name 0 name 2 name 10 involvement 0 involvement 1 involvement 6 involvement 0 beneficiary 0 beneficiary 0 beneficiary 0 beneficiary 10 don't know 0 don't know 1 don't know 1 don't know
In this example, the semantic relation which we anticipated was actor. As Table 2 shows, the most common semantic relation attributed to the PNG was indeed the actor The context strongly suggested an actor relation based on the Yemen delegation at the United Nations casting its vote. A large number of participants however appear to have misinterpreted the context and treated the vote instead as one taking place at an election in Yemen. For this location interpretation, the PNM variant was selected. The choice of verbs used to indicate the actor relation was relatively extensive, and in a proportion of cases it was clear (or at least possible) that the interpretation assigned was one in which the people of Yemen were carrying out the vote rather than the UN delegation. The relation was cited for both the PNG and the PNM variants, though with a stronger association with the former. The only other relation assigned to the PNG in any quantity was that of possessor, which because of its inappropriateness in the context we interpret as participants resorting to a default paraphrase in a semantically less straightforward example. A number of participants (perhaps for similar reasons) indicated an involvement relation, which was mainly associated with the PNM variant.
SET II: PNM expected to be preferred
Example II.1 'Sainsbury + family'
(11) ______, the last owners of the estate, had also built a fanciful fishing lodge beside the castle. (BNC, ADM 643) 9 depends on which team you support'). In the context, the perspective seems to be that of the Norwich team: Everton are the opponents. Given this perspective, the PNM variant was indeed strongly preferred and the undergoer relation appropriately assigned. However, the attribution to the PNM variant of an actor relation by a significant number of participants suggests that an example like the Everton game can indeed be construed simply as one in which Everton is actor and the perspective is neutral. That is, we judge it natural for an Everton supporter to say 'I'm going to the Everton game this afternoon', implying a game in which Everton will play, rather than necessarily a game in which Everton will be played against. 19  actor  7  actor  20 actor  15 actor  1  undergoer  1  undergoer  2  undergoer  2  undergoer  0  possessor  0  possessor  4  possessor  0  possessor  1  location  21  location  3  location  4  location  0  name  0  name  0  name  3  name  0  involvement  5  involvement  4  involvement 9  involvement  3 don't know 12 don't know 6 don't know 6 don't know 0 beneficiary 0 beneficiary 0 beneficiary 0 beneficiary
We anticipated location (the move to Glasgow) as main relation. However, as Table 20 shows location was the second most attested relation only after the puzzling actor relation (e.g. the move that Glasgow made). While location is strongly associated with the PNM, actor is somewhat more frequent for the PNG. This may explain why the PNG scored an average of 5.4 (see Table 1 ) and why the differential with the PNM, which scored 6.9, was the second lowest of all 8 examples in this category. Other notable semantic relations included involvement, e.g. the move Glasgow are participating in, which was more frequently attributed to the PNM, and possessor and name used when both variants were deemed appropriate for respectively PNG only and PNM only. 1  actor  2  actor  2  actor  4  actor  15  undergoer  7  undergoer  20 undergoer  8  undergoer  1  possessor  0  possessor  7  possessor  0  possessor  5  location  4  location  5  location  6  location  0  name  0  name  0  name  5  name  2  involvement  17  involvement  1  involvement 14 involvement  0  beneficiary  0  beneficiary  0  beneficiary  0  beneficiary  4 don't know 5 don't know 10 don't know 8 don't know
In this example too, participants' unfamiliarity with the topic influenced the results. The expected interpretation was involvement, 'the problem that involves Kashmir', and we anticipated participants would avoid undergoer, 'the problem that Kashmir has'.
However, results show the two relations are frequently attested. As expected, the involvement relation was largely associated with the PNM variant, whereas the undergoer relation was associated with the PNG in twice as many cases than with the PNM variant. Perhaps unsurprisingly, location is attested with some frequency too. It distributes evenly over the two constructions. The actor relation, as in the problem that Kashmir causes, is given for the PNG and for the PNM. Other less semantically fitting paraphrases are possessor and name, exclusive to the PNG and the PNM respectively. The preferred semantic relation is location with paraphrases such as that is/is situated/is found in California. There is a strong but not exclusive association of the location relation and the PNM construction. Only two of the other relations are found: possessor, which is given by participants attempting to disambiguate the PNG variant (and by 1 'stray' participant for the PNM), and name (is called California), which was attested for the PNM when both constructions received a score of 4 or higher.
SET III: PNG and PNM expected to be possible
Example III.2 'Thatcher + government'
(20) Critics tried to rescue older notions of 'community' or 'citizenship' to set against the competitive values of _____. (BNC, A66 570) The actor relation, marked by paraphrases such as the government that Thatcher led, the government that Thatcher headed, or the government that Thatcher controlled, accounted for the vast majority of assignments to both the PNG and the PNM variants.
We also find possessor, marked by paraphrases such as the government that belonged to
Thatcher or the government that Thatcher owned, mainly for PNG, though not exclusively. With only 2 participants selecting a name relation, judgment seems to be that name is an inappropriate relation here: a government is not named as such after its leader.
Example III.3 'Dartmoor + scenery' The relation most frequently used by participants to paraphrase this example was the predicted location relation, which was associated with both PNG and PNM. In fact, the same number of participants (i.e. 40) selected it for each. However, and particularly when both variants were deemed possible, the possessor relation was chosen for the PNG to distinguish its semantics from that of the PNM, which was less likely to be associated with a different relation than location. A minority of participants opted for name (e.g. the scenery that is named after Dartmoor) and involvement relations (e.g.
the scenery that Dartmoor was linked to) for the PNM. We also counted a sizeable number of unidentifiable responses, e.g. the scenery that Dartmoor has/offers/displays. Table 22 summarises the total number of paraphrases by all participants assigned to each semantic relation, as well as the total number of 'don't knows'. We do note however that the proportions assigned for each relation to each construction in some cases differ where only one relation was chosen as predominant 12 Kinship was not included in the set of relations we studied. It seems to us that it is possible that this relation is more restricted to the PNG construction than possession. In possible counterexamples such as (i), it seems to us that the relation is not 'son of Beckham' or 'child of Ramsay' but 'son in the Beckham family' and 'child in the Ramsay family'. In both cases, it is not just a single person that is denoted/famous, but the entire family, e.g. Gordon Ramsay's wife published her own cookery book and (first two columns) and in the case where an attempt was made to assign a paraphrase to both constructions, potentially discriminating between them (second two columns).
There is in particular a very high figure (190) 
Hierarchy of semantic relations and the role of animacy
Summing the totals in Table 22 for each relation abstracts away from the individual examples as far as possible, given our data, and gives us the proportion of assignments to each of the two constructions. This we express in Figure 1 as odds ratios: the likelihood of each relation to be expressed by one construction rather than the other. Undergoer is closest to evens, the actual odds ratio being 1 In the case of (iii), we judge that primary reference is to a geographical entity rather than a people, organisation, team or family. The outcome is indeed consistent with the animacy hierarchy as defined above.
The odds of a human dependent favouring the PNG construction over the PNM construction are 1.4 : 1, compared with 1.2 : 1 for a collective dependent. A locative dependent on the other hand favours the PNM construction (1 : 1.4).
However, the difference between the odds ratios for humans and collectives is notably small, suggesting that in this case semantic relations rather than fine-grained animacy distinctions play a prominent role. Note that there can be large discrepancies within the human subcategories as to which construction is favoured, for example (i)
Edward's affair vs. the Fergie scandal; (ii) Northern Ireland's experience vs. the Everton game. Overall, we obtain a considerably greater range of odds ratios by examining semantic relations as a dominant factor. This result provides an endorsement of the necessity to include semantic relations in the study of alternations such as the one in this paper.
Underspecification and default relations
One main conclusion of our study is that the association between semantic relations and particular constructions cannot be considered categorical, just as in the genitive At the same time, the aggregate numbers and the fact that participants use the possessor and name relations to disambiguate the PNG and PNM respectively when both constructions were rated sufficiently high are powerful evidence for recognising a strong association of PNG and possession and PNM and name. It points to the existence of default associations between particular constructions and particular relations, e.g. Nikiforidou (1991) , Taylor (1996 ), Stefanowitsch (2003 for the classic genitive alternation. However, contrary to these authors, we have shown these defaults to be a matter of preference rather than categorical association.
Our study thus provides support for the simultaneous validity of two views on the semantics of constructions. This prima facie contrast between default and underspecification echoes Bauer's (2017) discussion of the process by which a listener discerns possible semantic relations obtaining between elements making up compounds.
Bauer argues that the 'listener has to use whatever strategies are available, and knowledge of known structures will be one of those strategies. However, that does not imply that there is a fixed and known set of relationships which are possible between compound elements. All the listener needs are hints which push in the appropriate direction for interpretation.
[…] The listener is playing the odds' (Bauer 2017:105) .
CONCLUSION
Our experimental study asked participants to rate the naturalness of the PNG and PNM constructions in 20 attested contexts and to paraphrase semantic relations holding between the PN and HN. Our study firstly showed that true alternation is rare even for examples deemed possible alternates in context. Most notably, we found that the association between semantic relations and PN constructions is not categorical but rather probabilistic in nature. When we compared the odds ratios for different values on the animacy hierarchy with those for the semantic relations we distinguished, the latter provide a larger range. Moreover, semantic relations explain the findings for individual examples better than animacy. This indicates the desirability of including semantic relations in the study of grammatical alternations.
In the past, semantic relations have been considered difficult to operationalise.
Our study puts forward a method for doing this. Our methodological approach was datadriven, and yielded insights that may not have been brought out in a different, more controlled approach. In several cases, it was precisely participants' misinterpretations of PNGs and PNMs in their natural language context that drew out semantic differences and preferences. Similarly, our choice to ask participants who rated both constructions highly to provide two paraphrases invited consideration of a potential semantic difference between the PNG and the PNM in the context at hand, thereby providing 45 insight into potential semantic contrasts between the two constructions at large. In this way the set-up of our study stimulated explanation and hypothesis generation in addition to hypothesis testing.
Finally, our study simultaneously supported two opposing theoretical views on semantic relations. Our results lend new evidence to the claim that PN constructions are underspecified and receive their referential interpretations in context. This does not however preclude the existence of default relations that are probabilistically associated with each construction, in particular possession -PNG and name -PNM.
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